NOTIFICATION

It is to intimate that the competent authority of FRI Deemed to be University has finally decided following costumes for Ph.D. scholars and M.Sc. students of FRI Deemed to be University, for the Vth Convocation of FRI Deemed to be University:

1. **Ph.D Scholars (For all girls & boys): (to whom degree to be awarded)**

   **Jacket** (For all girls & boys): Sky blue
   *(will be provided to the scholars on rent on 06 September, 2019 at 09:30 A.M. in Academic Block of the University)*

   **Stole** (For all girls & boys): Darkish Navy blue, zari border and FRI logo (one side)
   *(will be provided to the scholars on rent on 06 September, 2019 at 09:30 A.M. in Academic Block of the University)*

   **Boys:** White Kurta with Chinese collars (length below knee), white Pant type Pyjama (not churidar pyjama), White socks, Black shoes
   *(will be arranged by the scholars themselves)*

   **Girls:** University saree, Black sandals
   *(will be arranged by the scholars themselves)*

2. **M.Sc. Students (For all girls & boys): (to whom degree to be awarded)**

   **Jacket** (For all girls & boys): Cream coloured
   *(will be provided to the students on rent on 06 September, 2019 at 09:30 A.M. in Academic Block of the University)*

   **Stole** (For all girls & boys): Maroon Orange, zari border and FRI Logo (one side)
   *(will be provided to the students on rent on 06 September, 2019 at 09:30 A.M. in Academic Block of the University)*

   **Boys:** White Kurta with Chinese collars (length below knee), white Pant type Pyjama (not churidar pyjama), White socks, Black shoes
   *(will be arranged by the students themselves)*

   **Girls:** University Saree, Black Sandals
   *(will be arranged by the students themselves)*

(Dr. A.K. Tripathi)
Registrar
FRI Deemed to be University